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In the previous paper [8] we established a definition of an infinite tensor product ®* t of operators on ®J^t and studied its properties under the assumption: Ilil^JI <+ °°-I n some applications, for instance, to Tomita's theory [3] and to quantum field theory [13, 14] , we are obliged to work with a weaker assumption.
In the present paper, we shall define an infinite tensor product ® C ' C X L of operators x t on jf?\ as a closed linear mapping from an incomplete infinite tensor product space ® c Jf t to another ® c 'jf 4 .
We do not make any assumption on ||xj, allowing unbounded closed operators X L . The crucial assumption on (x t ) is the existence of what we call a non-zero reference pair. This assumption turns out to be sufficiently general to allow various applications and yet sufficiently strong to yield significant results. Typical result is the following: It is then proved to be extendable linearly to the linear span of such product vectors (denoted as Q(D(x t ) 9 £ 0t ))-It is then proved to be closable and the closure is denoted by ® c/c x t . The assumption (d)
is necessary for this closability (Remark 2.2). All these discussions and the proof of the formula are given in Section 2. This formula contains Theorem 1.1 as a special case xf=x 4 . In Section 3, we give several conditions for the existence of a non-zero reference pair, one of which is closely related to Kolmogorov's three series theorem. Theorem 3.1 has a close connection with some results of Reed [13] and Streit [14] .
In Section 4 5 we apply our result to a modular operators A^t and show that ® c A$ t is a modular operator for ®£ t where (£ t )ec.
In Section 5, we apply our results to an infinite product \JL of afinite measures \JL^ Theorem in Section 3 gives us conditions for the equivalence ,u~v when ^.i t is equivalent to a given probability measure v t and v is the product measure of v t . One of the conditions reproduces a result of Hill [5] .
The discussion in Section 5 is generalized to an infinite product of semi-finite faithful normal weights in Section 6. The result is used in a separate paper [6] .
Notations: For standard definitions and notations for infinite tensor products of Hilbert spaces and von Neumann algebras, see [11] . Let / be an infinite index set and J c c / indicates that J is a finite subset of /. S denotes the set of all C-sequences (£,) (i.e., ZIIIU 2 -1|< + °°) and S 0 denotes the set of all C 0 -sequences (£ t ) (i.e., (^t) eS, ^t^0).
The word "sequence" is used for (£ t ) even if / is uncountably infinite.
(£ t )~(J7 t ) denotes the condition £|(<!; t |^t) -1|<+ 00. It defines equivalence relations in S and in S 0 . The equivalence class of (£ t ) is denoted by c (4 t 0l ) is a non-zero reference pair of (xf) and hence from Theorem 1.1 that
is a non-zero reference pair of (|xf|). Since |xj =u*\x*\u. 9 we have ii i D( We shall give some conditions for the existence of a non-zero reference pair of invertible, positive and self-adjoint operators (x t ) in the following theorem. With a slight modification on convergence, the condition (iv) is known as KolmogoroVs three series theorem and the condition (vi) is interpreted as follows: the product of characteristic functions is also a characteristic function. 
.). (iii)=>(i).
Since (e,^)eS, we may assume that (e,iJ,)6S 0 . Set £ 0i s e,^,. It then follows that (c; 0l )ec and that (<^0 l , £ 0l ) is a non-zero reference pair of (x,).
(iii)=>(iv Restricting the index set to J 0 , we know that (£ 0t , £ 0t ) is a non-zero reference pair of (x 4 ; ^e/ 0 ). Then ®/^°' ) xj t , teR is strongly continuous by [14] and [13] . and ^e/X/!. Applying [14] and [13] for this countable 7 l9 we have (iv) and hence (i) for 7 t . Therefore there exists a non-zero reference pair (£,£) of (x.) for /, and (£)~«.) for /,. Define (£ 0l )eS 0 for / by { Of = ^ for ,e A/I and f 0i = {; for re/,. Then (^0 < )eS 0 , c = c(^0 t ), (x,<S 0t )e5 and (£o t )~(x£ 0t ). Consequently, (^O t , fo.) is a non-zero reference pair of (x t ) with c=c(£ Qt ).
Q.E.D.
Remark 3.1. Let x t be invertible, positive and self-adjoint, and j; 4 =logx t . If (^O t , £ 0t ) is a non-zero reference pair of (x t ), there exists a strong convergence vector ®£ 2i of (y t ) with (^oJ^fe*) i n tne sense of Reed, [13] . In the following we designate the spectrum and the point spectrum of a closed operator x by a(x) and G P (X), respectively.
Let Z=M|Z| be the polar decomposition of z. Let e be the spectral projection of |z| corresponding to [A 0 -e,/L 0 + s] for any given e>0. If A 0 ecr(|z|)\o-p (|z|), there exists a non zero vector £ such that e£,=£, u*u £ = <!;, zc^O, which implies whenever |A -A 0 |<e. R* denotes the set of all positive numbers. Theorem 1.1 in [7] is then restated as follows: Let y n ,neN and y be invertible, positive and self-adjoint operators on a separable Hilbert space. Then the following conditions are equivalent when n tends to +00: (i) f(y n ) converges strongly to /(v) for every /e C(/tf) which vanishes at 0 and + oc; (ii) f(y n ) converges strongly to f(y) for every bounded /eC(Jtf); and (iii) y\f converges strongly to y lt for all teR.
Using this we have For a general / we choose a countable /o^/ such that x t £o. = £o.
for ceI\I 0 The separability assumption of 2l t in the above corollary will be omitted in Lemma 6.1. §5. Infinite Product of <j-finite Measures
We shall apply the results of § 3 to the infinite product of cr-finite measure spaces and give a similar result as Hill's.
Throughout this section we assume the index set / to be countably infinite.
Let (Q l9 &^ v t ), fEl be a probability space.
) and Z t =L-(R, jF t , v,). Then (Q, JF, v) is a probability space. When a vector £ in jj? t belongs to Z t , we write the operator by n t (£). For an v\ in tff t we denote by co n a measure on Q t or a positive linear form on Z t dfiened by a) n (x) =(XYI\Y() for all xeZ 4 . Let ^t be a cr-finite measure on (Q t , J\) with u t «v t and h t =dfijdv t .
For £ t eD(hV 2 ) with fcJ^f^O, we define fo^ll^ll" Proof. If 0/ 0i , f/ 0 J is a non zero reference pair of (7t(£ t )), ® c '7r(^t)
is in ® c 'B(^t)for c'=cfo 0i ). Since 0<niWOII< + «>, n/\jlWWII for Jcc=/ converges to 1 as J tends to /. Q.E.D.
